OBSTACLE COURSE RACE
EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022
Rules and Obstacles

100 meters (Sprint)

OCREC 2022 - Sprint Race
1.

2.

PENALTIES AND RULES
1.1.
The Course
1.1.1.
The OCR 100 m course is a running track consisting of a start line,
ten (10) obstacles and a finish line.
1.1.2.
The course has two (2) lanes, each lane being no less than 1.0 m
wide
1.2.
General Rules
1.2.1.
An athlete will wear one (1) wristband per each course attempt. One
(1) band will be removed by Technical Officials before the attempt
starts.
1.2.2.
An athlete will wait for the start signal (sound) before engaging the
course.
1.2.3.
Completion of all obstacles is mandatory.
1.2.4.
An athlete failing an obstacle may attempt the obstacle a second
time.
1.2.5.
An athlete who fails to complete an obstacle on the second attempt
must immediately leave the course.
1.2.6.
An athlete who fails an obstacle is designated Did Not Complete
(“DNC”) in the results for that run and is not awarded a time.
1.2.7.
There are no time or athletic penalties.
1.2.8.
Athletes finishing with the same time (measured to 1/100th [0.01] of
a second) shall be awarded a tie.
1.2.9.
Failure to comply with the Rules may result in an athlete being
verbally warned, subject to disqualification, suspension, or expulsion.
1.2.10.
The nature of the rule violation will determine the subsequent
penalty.
1.2.11.
A suspension or an expulsion will occur for very serious violations of
either the Rules or FISO Anti-Doping Rules.
1.2.12.
An athlete may be issued a verbal warning or disqualified for failing
to abide by the Rules.
1.2.13.
The Technical Officials are allowed to assess penalties, even if the
infringement is not listed, if the Technical Official deems an unfair
advantage has been gained, or if a dangerous situation has been
created.
CONDUCT
2.1.
General Rules:
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The athletes will:
2.1.1.

un, walk, crawl, slither scramble or otherwise propel themselves
across, under, over or through the surface;
2.1.2.
Display the official race number. This shall be written on This may be
written on the athlete’s body using indelible ink (permanent marker)
and must be visible at all times while on the race course, including: •
Back of lower leg • Upper arm / shoulder
2.1.3.
Run with a covered torso;
2.1.4.
Run with shoes. Bare feet are prohibited on any part of the course;
2.1.5.
Not intentionally block another athlete. Blocking will result in
disqualification.
2.2.
Finish Definition: An athlete will be judged as "finished," the moment they
activate the finish mechanism (button)
2.3.
Safety Guidelines: The responsibility of remaining on the course rests with
the athlete. Any athlete, who appears to Technical or Medical Officials as
presenting a danger to themselves or others, may be removed from the
competition.
2.4.
Illegal Equipment:
2.4.1.
Chalk or similar
2.4.2.
Headphone(s) and headset(s), mobile phones or any other electronic
listening communication device;
2.4.3.
Glass containers;
2.4.4.
Uniform not complying with the FISO Uniform Rules.
3.

3. QUALIFYING ROUND FORMAT
3.1.
competition in Qualifying Round Format (tournament) consists of several
rounds with a number of heats and a final to determine the winner. The
rounds may include quarter finals, semi-finals, repechages or other rounds
before the finals. Athletes qualify for the final based on time.
3.2.
Rounds
3.2.1.
The rounds will be called heats, quarter finals, semi-finals, finals and
grand final as appropriate.
3.2.2.
The number of athletes in a race is determined by the number of
lanes or the width of the course. There may be between one (1) and
up to two (2) lanes.
3.2.3.
There may be any number of heats.
3.2.4.
In general, two or more runs shall be allowed by each athlete in the
heats. This allows athletes an opportunity to have a time for a clean
run if they fail an obstacle.
3.2.5.
Quarter finals are the fastest sixteen (16) athletes from the heats.
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3.2.6.
3.2.7.

Semi-finals are the fastest eight (8) athletes from the quarter finals.
Finals are the fastest four (4) athletes from the semi-finals
determining the second runner up (Bronze medal.)
3.2.8.
A grand final is the fastest two (2) athletes from all times from the
heats through the finals determining the winner (Gold medal) and
runner up (Silver medal.)
3.2.9.
A repechage, if used, is a round or series of rounds that allows
athletes who have been eliminated in the heats to qualify for the
semi-finals.
3.2.10.
If there are no quarter finals, semi-finals, finals, grand finals or
repechages, the placings are based on finish time from the heats.
3.3.
Results: The fastest athlete (winner) is awarded the Gold medal. The fist
runner up is awarded second (Silver medal) and the second runner up is
awarded third (Bronze medal.)

OBSTACLE

This list may change for safety or logistic or upon decision of organizations
1. Wall 150 cm
2. Rings 6m long
3. Balance
4. Rig 9m long
5. Wall 150 cm
6. Rig
7. Low cargo net
8. Low rig
9. tarzan swing
10. Quarter pipe
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